The Henry Cort Community College
MARKING AND FEEDBACK

You will receive a variety of feedback at Henry Cort, including written and verbal feedback from
teachers, teaching assistants and students in your class. All feedback given is designed to make a
difference to you; so that you know what you have done well and what you need to do to improve.
Marking is:
 our opportunity to have an individual dialogue with you because you matter and always
will
 the chance to hold a quality learning conversation so you can make progress by
correcting misunderstandings; consolidating a learning point or challenging yourself.
This means you will see WWW and EBI in your books.

We use:

Your job is to engage! This means you have to respond to the EBI by completing a task your teacher,
partner or marker has set. You will need to respond in purple pen so the teacher can see what
changes you have made and if you are making progress. WWW is the part of the task/skills you did
well and EBI is the area you need to improve or show you can do.
For example in maths it might look like this:
 WWW: solving and representing on a number line linear inequalities (means you did this
well).
 EBI: solve this quadratic inequality
(Asks you to prove you can do this
type of question.
Teachers will mark your work in red and will also be marking your work using highlighters—green

for something good and pink for think, something that is not correct or needs
to be actioned. Teachers may also use statement banks to mark your work.
You will not be expected to correct every punctuation, grammar or spelling error in every piece of
writing. Neither will every spelling mistake be corrected. You will be expected to proofread your own
work and self correct spelling and punctuation. Teachers will use the following signs:
√

For good or correct work

?

For unclear or muddled work

//

To indicate a new paragraph

~

Underlining with a wavy line – areas of weakness

X

Factually incorrect answer

_

Indicates something has been missed out – with a comment in the margin to
clarify

P

Punctuation error

ACHIEVEMENT * ENGAGEMENT * ENTERPRISE * RESPECT

